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NEWS FROM Ms Tessy’s Classroom

Dear Parents,
Welcome to the last term of the session in Preschool 1, it’s hard to believe the session is already
almost over.
Our theme for this term is “SEASONS” and it has been so much fun for all of us in these past few
weeks. Most of us can now tell the different seasons in Nigeria – Dry (hot) and Wet (rainy) seasons
and also the four(4) different seasons in the world – spring, summer, autumn and winter using
pictures for illustration.
Knowing how to care for ourselves during each of these seasons has also been very interesting. We
learnt that we should drink lots of water and fluids wear sunshades during the hot season: use an
umbrella, rain coats, warm clothings when the weather is wet/cold.
In Numeracy, we are becoming perfect at counting our numbers 1-90, writing numbers 1-50,
filling the missing numbers 1-30, identifying numbers 1-30 and our 3D shapes are not left out. We
are becoming good at identifying, sounding, blending, reading and writing our simple sentences
with 2 phonics letters and also identifying and writing upper case letters A-Z.
Places you can visit in summer/dry season were not left out (going to the beach, water park,
camping, having a picnic) and the children had a blast in their picnic outing which held in the
school: they all came in with their picnic baskets, mats, snacks, drinks, sunshade, hats and lots of
games were played (tug of war, number games, fill in the basket and limbo dance.

looking ahead

*Things we wear during seasonal walk
* Comparing growth of plants during different times of the year
*Identifying & writing the upper case letters N-Z, introducing the phonics letters/sounds: ai, j, oa,
ie, ee, or & its associating objects
* Rote-counting of numbers 1-100, writing numbers 50-100, sorting objects with same or different
sizes, identifying numbers 1-50 and money.

INFORMATION Center

*Mid-term break: May 25th -29th 2015.
*Class Photograph: June 2nd & 3rd.
Follow Us On:
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Kindly dress the children up nicely. Parents who
haven’t paid for the class photographs (N3, 000.00)
should kindly do so. Thank you
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